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ABSTRACT
The Euclid antenna pointing mechanism steers the K
band reflector which contains also the narrow coverage
LGA of X band.
This paper describes the design and the development
activities as well as the testing campaign designed to
prove its performances. The ADPM development was
done in cooperation with SENER Poland in charge of
structural analysis, mechanical parts manufacturing and
actuator level assembly and testing.

-

supported by two hemispheric low gain
antennas (LGAs) and a narrow coverage
antenna.
K band for the downlink of high rate TM:
Science + Recorded house-keeping telemetry.
This band uses a high gain antenna reflector
with feed and sub-reflector.

In launch configuration, the spacecraft’s antenna
pointing assembly has to be folded into the service
module to later be deployed during LEO
commissioning. Therefore, the mechanism is composed
of three axes: one deployment and two pointing.
The main areas of concern for the development are the
pointing and radiofrequency (RF) requirements in the
thermal environment. The main performances required
are:
High pointing resolution
High pointing accuracy
Low return loss
Low insertion loss

Figure 1 Euclid ADPM EQM
Currently, EUCLID ADPM EQM has completed the
testing and has been delivered to the customer and the
Flight Model is under testing campaign. Structural and
Thermal Model (STM) and Engineering Model (EM)
were previously delivered. Life Model (LM) completed
the test campaign and life test and has been inspected
post-life, with successful results.
INTRODUCTION
Euclid is an ESA cosmology mission dedicated to
studying the geometry and the nature of the dark
universe (dark matter and dark energy) with a wide field
telescope in visible and near-IR channels. It will be
operated for 6.25 years in large-amplitude libration orbit
around Lagrange point L2 of the Sun-Earth system.
Euclid telemetry and Telecommand (TT&C) Subsystem
is composed of two independent sections:
-

X band to support the uplink of the
telecommand, the downlink of real time housekeeping telemetry and ranging. This band is

Low mechanical
disturbance
Low mass
High stowed and deployed
natural frequencies
Low power consumption
High power in
K band and X band

7 mdeg
6 mdeg
-18 dB for K band
-16 dB for X band
1.2 for K band
1.4 for X band uplink
1.6 X band downlink
microvibrations
<10 kg; 11.2 with margins
>160 Hz - stowed
>7 Hz - deployed
<14.5 W mechanism
+10 W heaters in worst
thermal case
45 W and 20 W
respectively

Table 1 Main performances
The radio frequency band to be housed in a mechanism
and the range to be covered determine the type of
mechanical solution that can be applied. High frequency
bands as K band require rotary joints, while lower
frequency ones as X band may be routed as well with
coax cable without excessive losses, if the amount of
power and routing is compatible.
Dual rotary joints are complex, and penalize the more
sensitive K band routing, but a single K band rotary
joint is simple and small. X band in waveguide requires
large size available (28x14 mm waveguide) with respect
to the small size of K band.
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Though SENER has wide experience with dual band
rotary joints from previous missions and has its own
design tested, the return and insertion loss specified is
hardly compatible with that solution. Besides, it would
imply the use of actuators with very large hollow shaft,
as those of BepiColombo [3] and Solar Orbiter [4]
which are heavier especially because of sensors and
gearheads.
An evaluation was done for the coaxial cable option.
There are important losses for the input power along a
low mass cable, so that creates an important temperature
increase. In addition, the X band cable needs to be bent
during its life and exposed to space environment.
An activity was launched with several coax cable
manufacturers in order to select the size for RF
performance and bending capability in combination
with external surfaces suitable for radiation environment
and heat dissipation.
The routing was optimized for the bending allowance
and the shortest path. Breadboard testing proved the
suitability of the solution and allowed to go ahead with
a single band rotary joint.
DESIGN OVERVIEW
The actuators are based on the existing DTA (Detent
Torque Actuator) family that SENER has developed in
the last years [1]. These actuators use harmonic drive as
a reducer and hybrid stepper motor with a very small
step size (selectable, 1 deg in this case) for its motion
and holding. The DTA allows certain flexibility within
available designs. Sagem, SENER or Soterem motors
are available and compatible and available in different
step sizes, also specific detent brakes have been
implemented to increase the unpowered holding torque.
Potentiometers and contactless magnetic sensor have
been used as position sensors.
The harmonic drive provides high reduction ratio, high
accuracy/low hysteresis (below 1 arcmin) and high
repeatability (6 arcsec). Its backlash-free actuation is
compatible with life requirements. SENER has worked
for a long time with Harmonic Drive in space standards
adaptation leading to materials and processes compliant
with stress corrosion, outgassing, contamination etc. in
the thermal environments.

The harmonic drive can be used in different ratios in the
range 50:1 to 160:1, allowing reduced step size or larger
speeds, depending on the application. The harmonic
drive design has already demonstrated compliant life
[2].
The actuator benefits from the accuracy and the low
hysteresis of the harmonic drive in order to use a coarse
and fine strategy for the position determination. One
sensor (called “fine”) is connected to the motor and its
position w.r.t. motor revolution divided by the ratio
provides accurate position of the output as the sensor
accuracy is multiplied by the ratio. This signal is
repeated each motor turn (2.25 deg with selected 160:1
reduction). Coarse sensor linked to the output flange of
the actuator gives the position of the output and is used
to determine the motor turn in which the motor is.
Combination of coarse sensor based turn number and
fine sensor accurate feedback provides the actuator
position.
The RJ needs to be located in the rotation axis, therefore
it uses the hollow central area of the actuator. This
requires certain adaptations to re-locate the sensors.
The small hollow space available was the design driver
for a very narrow K band rotary joint designed by
SENER with just 14 mm diameter in its central part.
This development was in its final stages with first unit
ready at the beginning of the ADPM development.
With the central part of the actuator in use by the rotary
joint, potentiometer had to be modified to have a larger
bore. This improves the accuracy of the sensor but
decreases the life.
Despite a compatible life was achieved by the
potentiometer in other instances, there were no clear
references for the life w.r.t. the number of motor
revolutions and direction reversals required.
In order to have de-risking of the potentiometer life, a
dedicated life testing was launched with available
qualified potentiometer from previous projects. It easily
demonstrated the compliant to life, tested for at least
twice the number of cycles to be tested in the Life
Model.

Figure 2 EM, LM and EQM actuators
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Three actuator stages: deployment, azimuth and
elevation are connected in series using flex PCBs for the
interconnection of the electrical lines of each actuator.
The deployment stage is actuated only at the beginning
of the mission, after hold-down release, and once in
deployed position it is latched and preloaded against an
end stop providing a safe and repeatable position to start
the pointing activities.

Once integrated in the design of a breadboard actuator
housing, the rotary joint was submitted to the testing
(vibration and thermal exposure) to see the robustness
of the combination of items.

Radio frequency design
As mentioned before, RJ was under development at the
beginning of the Euclid activity.
The small hollow shaft configuration imposed by the
actuator, more specifically by the small bore of
harmonic drive, discarded rotary joint configuration in
“U” or “L” shape, forcing an “I” shaped rotary joint.

Figure 5 Vibration test of the rotary joint
Even if the aluminium rotary joint already provided
compliant insertion losses, silver plating was adopted
for its internal surfaces. This improves even more the
IL. The silver plating is provided by TRYO (Tryo
Aerospace Flight Segment), now part of SENER Group.

Figure 3 Initial RJ unit in testing device
Several breadboards were developed. At early stages of
the project, two different designs of rotary joint were
tested, one with better performance values in narrow
range and other with worst performance but with stable
values. The latest was selected to guarantee the correct
behaviour when disturbances from temperature, rotation
variability and matching of the 3 rotary joints in line
will appear.. Based on previous experiences, stable
designs are better than those with higher performance in
very specific area or conditions.

Figure 4 Initial RJ unit testing within actuator

Using the central bore completely, the rotary joint also
must connect the output to the coarse position sensor
and switches. With small room for interfaces between
parts, this function was problematic and, in fact, during
shock testing both EQM and LM showed shifts in the
position, which precluded EQM TVAC test completion.
This joint was later redesigned and requalified in the
Life Model.
The rotary joints of the three actuators are connected by
two interconnecting waveguides. These had an intricate
design by EDM machining that required some complex
internal features. After some issues with the first units,
the interconnecting waveguide was manufactured
simpler, with two halves as clamshell design.

Figure 6 Clamshell interconnecting waveguide
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The rotary joints provided high multipaction - discharge
margin. The aluminium construction provides good
thermal conduction of the losses to the front and rear
side of the actuator. In fact, power handling tests in hot
vacuum conditions with twice the nominal power
showed the suitability for the intended power levels.
During the EQM test campaign the RF performance
proved to have low susceptibility to temperature,
showing a normal frequency shift with thermal
expansion. The following figures show the best and
worst case performances in the K band for insertion and
return losses:

assembly stage by SENER. Finally, black kapton was
selected.
A trade-off of the different insulator materials,
thickness, radiation hardness and routings was done and
complemented with a life testing in a motorized rapid
prototyping mock-up of the ADPM in ambient and cold
condition. Then the qualification campaign was initiated
for the cable assembly, including - among others - RF
measurements in high and low temperatures and power
handling test in representative routing.

Figure 8 Rapid prototyping motorized mock-up for X
band testing and twist capsule testing
During the temperature testing of the RF performance,
the cables proved to be very stable in terms of return
and insertion losses.
Twist capsules
In order to provide connection to all the actuators for
both power (motor lines, heater lines) and sensing
(thermistors, switches, potentiometers), the stages are
connected through PCB flex harness.

Figure 7 Complete ADPM RL and IL (3RJ+2WGs)
For the X band cable routing, a thermal mathematical
model of the ADPM was used with the RF losses from
thermal dissipation along the cable to know if the
temperature range was compatible. This was only
achieved when the coax cable was routed as much as
possible in the shadow side and when the external
layers’ thermo-optical properties were adequate (high
emissivity). In order to provide this thermo-optical
properties, the last layer is implemented at ADPM

The design performance for life was ensured through
life testing of the similar layout in the testing activities
of MTG COM mechanism. Nevertheless, the specific
motion profile of the twist capsule was adapted to the
unique bending radius and motion of ADPM with a
dedicated breadboard tests.
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Figure 9 Initial flex PCB life tests
Each Flex PCB has a segment of rigid PCB for the
connectors interface. Deployment stage contains one
flex PCB to feed azimuth actuator with main and
redundant connectors and another PCB to connect to the
elevation actuator through the azimuth stage twist
capsule. Then, the azimuth twist capsules provide the
connection to the elevation actuator main and redundant
connectors.

mechanism electronics (ADPME) to provide the
position feedback and create the commanding.
In addition, in order to improve the accuracy of the
pointing, the actual motion axes of each actuator are
determined during the ADPM level testing with respect
to the physical references of the ADPM. The lack of
perpendicularity of the two degrees of freedom would
create an inaccuracy with respect to the elevation/
azimuth theoretical axes. This geometrical knowledge
allows to create a rule to be followed by the
commanding electronics in order to compensate that
lack of axis alignment of each of the units.
The implementation and execution of both corrective
elements for pointing enhancement - Look Up Table
and rule generation - were tested with the electronics
during compatibility test campaign.
In addition to the sensor for accurate position
measurements, switches are implemented as well in
order to acknowledge achieving the safe position in
direct telemetry to the spacecraft. For the azimuth and
elevation actuators the switches are connected to the
output flange and indicate the safe position. For the
deployment actuator they are connected to the motor
and confirm that deployment has taken place as well as
track the final motion of deployment by counting
activation flanks.

Figure 10 Deployment dual twist capsule
The design and assembly sequence was initially verified
in the rapid prototyping motorized breadboard, later
checked for integration issues and functioning in the
STM model and then in all environments in the Life
Model.
Position feedback
The position sensor have an excellent linearity and
consistency up to the end of life. However, there are
small irregularities of the position feedback with respect
to the real output position. Part of it is due to the sensor
itself and part of it due to the harmonic drive’s very
small inaccuracy. In order to provide the best possible
position feedback and commanding, Look-Up Tables
(LUT) are generated for each actuator during actuator
level accuracy testing against an encoder. This allows to
have a multi-turn, CW/CCW average of the position for
a certain potentiometer reading. In this way, small
inaccuracies of the system can be reduced from about 8
mdeg down to the hysteresis of the actuation (4 mdeg).

Figure 11 Actuator Rear side with reed switches PCBs
Thermal design
The ADPM implements heaters in the housing of each
actuator to maintain the operative temperatures. The
temperature of the motors is monitored with redundant
thermistor triplets in the pointing stages. During the
TVAC testing, the thermistors coupling to the motor is
verified.
To maintain the temperature within the limits during
solar illumination, the external surfaces are covered
with CAM shaped single layer insulation surfaces.
These layers are conductive and bonded to the chassis
for ESD protection.

These look-up tables are later integrated in the
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The X band thermo-optical properties, axial
conductivity and coupling were critical to allow the
feasibility of cable connection for the X band.
TESTING
First of all, the actuator-level testing prior to the
integration of the rotary joints and potentiometers was
done by SENER Poland. The friction, torque
capabilities and stiffness of the actuators were
measured. Providing the following actuator level
performances:
Holding torque
Friction torque
Torsional stiffness
Bending stiffness
Axial stiffness
Bending stiffness

>26 Nm with 250 mA (half of the
nominal current of 500 mA)
<100 mNm
@ max speed @ motor level
>11000 Nm/rad
>110 Nm/mrad
120 N/um
120 Nm/mrad

Table 2 Actuator performances
Other tests included accuracy testing at ADPM level or
during compatibility testing with the electronics,
exported microvibrations and thermo-elastic distortion.
During vibration and shock testing, issues arose in the
connection to the coarse potentiometer through the
rotary joint. Due to the narrow envelope, two parts of
the rotary joint assembly were glued together. This
interface design was sensitive to preloading torque and
ultimately got loose. This issue was solved with a
redesign and 1mm mechanical pins between the parts.
The solution was validated in a delta campaign in the
Life Model. This issue did not preclude measuring the
rest of the performances.
Even if accuracy is tested at actuator level, when the
elements are together and twist capsule and X band
cable are installed, some of the values may change and
accuracy at ADPM level has to be measured as well.
That is why in order to retrieve the final position of the
output with respect to the ADPM interface, two
callipers are installed on the interfaces. These callipers
contain precise metrology balls which can be measured
by a coordinate measurement machine, providing the
position of the interface with accuracy in the order of
the mdeg.

Figure 12 Accuracy testing in coordinates measurement
machine
Errors below 10 mdeg are found in each axis and below
16 mdeg for both axis motion.
Microvibration testing
To avoid observation disturbances, Euclid spacecraft
shall be free of mechanical noise. Therefore, limits are
specified to the exported spectral signature of the
mechanism. The ADPM exported noise depends on the
speed as this generates the impulses of the
microstepping frequency (64 microsteps/step) and each
step has a cycle of unpowered holding torque.
The detent torque of the motor is the main source of the
mechanical noise, but at the same time it is a necessity
as this torque holds the antenna system during
spacecraft manoeuvres.
Based on previous experiences of microvibration
modelling and testing correlation (MTG Scan,
BepiColombo, etc.), different antenna trajectories of
science modes and non-science modes were simulated
with a mathematical model of the complete system.
However, in the Euclid ADPM case, the harmonic drive
gear behaviour was unknown in terms of stick-slip and
damping. The mathematical model comprises:
-

The microstepping current generation
BEMF generation
Iron losses and detent torque harmonics
Reduction of harmonic drive
Coulomb friction for motor and output bearings
Inertias of motor shaft and output shaft
Dynamic model of the reflector modes

These trajectories were later tested in the complete
ADPM with a dummy of the reflector representative for
its inertia and modes.
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Figure 15 Slow trajectory torque spectrum

Figure 13 Microvibration tests with reflector simulator
The test was carried out in SENER microvibration test
facilities. In this case without sensitivity to an external
vibration but just to measure exported torques.
When the 64 microsteps per step approach was selected,
it was believed that this microstepping was so small that
it would not be seen by the dynamic system; and that
several microsteps would be necessary to overcome
friction and create a motion and related torque on start
and stop. However, from low speed trajectories it was
observed that the disturbance was produced on every
microstep. The torque spectrum was over the specified
limits at very low frequencies during slow trajectories
and at low frequencies in high-speed trajectories.

Figure 16 Worst case fast trajectory torque spectrum
Thermal distortion test
The thermal distortion test intended to simulate the
maximum temperature gradient between sides of the
ADPM to measure the maximum angular deflection of
the pointing.
During the TVAC test, a special case was run with an
infrared lamps array in front of the ADPM while the
angles of the spacecraft interface and the output were
measured with collimation of a theodolite through the
TVAC chamber optics port.
The result was very close to the analysis done with both
structural and thermal finite element models.

Figure 14 ADPM exported torque (slow 64microsteps)

[deg]

Measurement

Calculation

Azimuth

-0.00273

-0.00622

Elevation

0.02267

0.02243

Table 3 Thermal de-pointing
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- high temperature (110 ºC),
- low temperature (-30 ºC), both for the in orbit
conditions.
Ambient

Cold

Hot

Short (1.2 deg)

7,390

61,105

61,105

Long (110 deg)

2,094

2,824

2,824

Table 4 Number of cycles
The life test was successful without any degradation in
the performances of the potentiometer or X band cable
and performing more than one million deg in the output.
After the life test the Life Model was used to test the
new design of the rotary joint and rear shaft and
submitted again to the complete qualification test
campaign successfully.
CONCLUSIONS
Figure 17 Thermal de-pointing test setup
Life testing
As the EQM is set as a Flight Spare for the Flight
Model, the life testing is carried out on a dedicated Life
Model which is submitted to the full qualification tests
campaign in order to precondition its status before the
life test.

The design showed compliant performances.
The main performances achieved by the design and
substantiated by the testing are:













The Life Model includes one actuator with the elements
susceptible for life as the twist capsule and the X band
cable complete routing (azimuth and elevation loops).

Mass: below 10 kg
K band RL/IL: -18 dB / 0.9 dB
X band (RX, TX) RL/IL: -16 dB / (1.4, 1.6)
Worst case power (without heaters): 14 W
Heater power needed: 10 W
Resolution: 0.00625 deg
Pointing accuracy: 10 mdeg
Sensor feedback accuracy: 5 mdeg
Thermoelastic distortion: 25 mdeg
Stowed / Deployed frequency: 270 Hz / 9.5Hz
RF power: 20W / 40W
1 million output degrees life
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Figure 18 Life Model test configuration
The life test is done in three conditions:
- ambient life test for its on-ground testing conditions
representative of operations to be done at ADPM,
HGAMA and Spacecraft level (including motion
with external loads of 10 Nm to represent lack of
errors in the offloading at assembly level),
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